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• Harvest is regulated in discrete units (lakes)
• Lake-specific monitoring: harvest regulations

Namibia, private farm
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• Harvest is a population-level phenomenon.
• Dispersal will ‘fill in’ local extirpations.

20061938 Clay County, NE, 2005
GREEN = grass

40-160 acres?
Not riparian?
Not linear?
Clark et al. (1999)
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 Increase in fee hunting (hunt leases) and 
guided hunts on private lands: BIG GAME

 Expansion of state-funded programs 
designed to provide access to private lands 
(“open access”): SMALL GAME

BOTH have potential to INCREASE PRESSURE 
at specific local patches of habitat
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Has potential to LOWER populations (less 
habitat) and REDUCE odds of dispersal

 As fragmentation increases:

 Regional population declines (less habitat)
 Harvest pressure on remaining patches 

increases (even higher with Open Access 
status)

 Dispersal/recolonization decreases

Context of this 
patch is 
important!  
• Local harvest 

effects
• Recolonization
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• Local harvest effects
• High recolonization

• Local harvest effects
• Low recolonization

• Local harvest effects
• No recolonization

SO:
• Let’s  consider this patch as Open Access land
• We’ll place 1 ring-necked pheasant in it
• What is probability it survives X hunting parties?
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1965 Wisconsin Technical Guide:
16% of hens shot during season

Today’s landscapes: higher 
pressure than in 1965!

NEXT:
• Let’s  consider this patch as Open Access land
• We’ll place 10 ring-necked pheasants in it….5 males 

and 5 females
• How many survive X hunting parties?
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Scenario: birds can 
disperse—possibly to the 
depopulated patch

• Landscape is 50x50 km
• Has 5-50 patches in it
• Each patch has 5 birds in it
• P(moving from patch) = 50% or 25% 

Dispersal to patch is a 
function of how far the 
depopulated, focal patch 
is from a source patch: 
ISLAND BIOGEOGRAPHY.

Assumes no 
harvest (5 birds 
each) in ALL 
surrounding 
patches

 Problem: 

 harvest pressure too high (?) on Open Access lands

 Solutions:  

 shorter hunting seasons and/or lower bag limits on 
Open Access

 pay strategic landowners in landscapes to establish 
refuges (non-hunted)—1951 F. Dale (JWM)

 state-supported monitoring should be implemented 
on Open Access lands that have high use potential
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 Problem: 

 harvest pressure too high (?) on fee hunted lands 
or lands used by outfitters

 Solutions:

 states could assist landowners with monitoring 
schemes 

 states could assist landowners with management 
plans to support suggested harvest levels

October 9, 1937 Nebraska Farmer magazine:

Pheasant Hunting

This year you don't have to trek off across the state to some "open 
county"--you can hunt pheasants anywhere in the state. The State Game 
Forestation and Parks Commission has thrown the entire state open this 
season, believing that this action will spread the hunters over a larger 
territory and will not necessarily result in the killing of more birds. 

The commission hopes that hunters will be good sports and 
not shoot birds in counties where they are scarce. Farmers in 

those counties will be helping if they post "No Hunting" signs.


